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I. Quorum:

1.Common Wealth of Australia                      16.New Zealand

2.People’s Republic of Bangladesh                17.Federative Republic of Brazil

3.Federative Republic of Brazil                     18.Republic of Philippines

4.People’s Republic of China                         19.State of Qatar

5.Arab Republic of Egypt                              20.Russian Federation

6.French Republic                                          21.Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

7.Georgia                                                       22.Kingdom of Spain

8.Federal Republic of Germany                    23.Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka

9.Republic of India                                        24.Swiss Confederation

10. Republic of Indonesia                              25.Republic of Turkey

11.State of Japan                                            26. Ukraine

12.Republic of Kazakhstan                            27.United Arab Emirates

13.Republic of Kenya                                     28. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

14.United Mexican States                              29. United States of America

15.Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal      30. Socialist Republic of Vietnam



II. Introduction to the Committee

The United Nations is an intergovernmental organization that encourages discussion and global

cooperation between nations; it was established in 1945 and now has 193 Member States. Finding points

of agreement between states and fostering international collaboration are also among its key goals. The

United Nations takes action on a number of topics that affect mankind, including gender equality,

sustainable development, peacekeeping, security, and a number of other challenges.

One of the most significant UN organizations, the Human Rights Council prioritizes the defense of

human rights around the world. The U.N. General Assembly formed it in 2006 in an effort to handle

abuses effectively, such as the absence of action in crisis zones when personnel's individual protections

were not being upheld. The first ever UNHRC session took place from June 19th to June 30th of 2006.

The UN General Assembly had been elected to review the committee's actions and functioning five

years after it was created. In June of 2016, the committee celebrated its tenth anniversary by reiterating

the purpose of the UNHRC and reflecting on all of the achievements accomplished and goals reached

during those 10 years of existence.



III. Statement of the Issue

Thousands of Russians have fled the state after Putin’s military mobilization. Men are being

summoned to join the army on very short notice, often being taken away from their homes with little to

no previous warning. It is estimated that over 50,000 Russians (Standish, 2022) have landed in

Belgrade since the war began in February, but for many they would perish in the process. There is no

option for those citizens who are drafted against their will, either go fight on the frontlines or flee their

native delegation. Most citizens are preparing for jail, believing that border security would not allow

them to flee for their safety. It is important to emphasize that these men are leaving their jobs, homes,

and family behind, all to escape from a war which they do not side with. Neighboring states such as

Finland have opened their borders to help fleeing Russians and protect them from what to some is

considered a suicide mission. The whole Ukrainian crisis has Europe in a panic, if what theorists believe

is true, Putin is trying to regain his defamed and failed state the USSR. Once Putin starts to show

interest in invading other countries, chances of NATO getting involved increase due to their negotiation

with adjacent countries. The other main threat is the United States getting involved due to its tense

history with Russia. NATO is currently negotiating for Ukraine to join the treaty, if Ukraine agrees all

party members could enforce an attack on Russia which could lead to a potential nuclear war. This



would not only lead to more military drafts but countless innocent civilian lives being lost

IV. Topic History

Russian leader Vladimir Putin launched the invasion of Ukraine on February 24th of this year. His

goal was said to be "demilitarize and de-Nazify Ukraine". He wanted to protect the people of Russia from

Ukraine's government, alleging that they bullied and committed genocide. Additionally, Putin argues that

regaining Ukraine is part of "Defending the motherland". Since then, Putin has declared a "partial

mobilization" of Russian armed forces, forcing people who have previously passed military training to

join the war and fight against Ukraine. "Only those citizens will be drafted to military service who are

currently in the reserve and first of all those who have served in the army, who have certain professions

and have the necessary experience," (Putin, 2022). Putin justifies his actions by saying that he had to act

because Russia was being threatened. Ukraine's President, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, promoted punishment

and wanted to return the Ukrainian flag to his and his country's territory.



Millions of Russians are being called to war against their wishes and are being forced to fight

against a cause they don't believe to be morally correct. When Putin gets asked about the issue he directly

avoids the questions by answering with phrases such as "the West wants to destroy our country", and

claims that they tried to "turn Ukraine's people into cannon fodder".

V. Current Issues

Russian Federation

The Russian Federation claims to have established a partial mobilization strategy, however due to the

implementation of forced drafts, it is believed to be a complete mobilization. The most recent recruitment

drive occurred in September 2022, where officially 300,000 men (Reuters, 2022) were forcibly conscripted

to fight in the war in Ukraine, although it is suspected that the number is much higher. The Russian

Federation has particularly taken advantage of the ethnic minorities within Russia to find more soldiers. It is

reported that drafting papers were sent to small towns like Dagestan and Neryungri. Currently, there are

protesters fighting against this "partial" mobilization and the fact that those who refuse to fight face

imprisonment, nevertheless, those who protest and are arrested are handed a drafting notice and forced into

the army.

This issue is not just involving conscription, this also deliberately involves marginalized ethnic



groups. This is due to the fact that the areas targeted being Dagestan and Neryungri are communities

composed of Russia’s muslim community. The Russian government's consistent censorship and violence

towards these impoverished minority groups entails more than just military disputes, but human rights

violations. These actions towards the region of Dagestan simply highlights Russia’s consistent disregard for

minorities.

Ukraine

Ukraine has also fallen victim to the Russian Federation's forced conscription. There is evidence that

shows the Russian military preventing citizens from fleeing Ukraine due to their fear of being drafted to

fight for Russia. Russia is currently blocking all entrance to unoccupied regions of Ukraine and those who

attempt to bypass them are normally forced into the Russian Army. To counteract these measures, the

president of Ukraine has encouraged its citizens to betray the Russian Army and their operations; this has

been deemed effective up until now.

V. Current Issues

United States of America

The US has faced a serious issue when it comes to the Russian Federation's forced conscription, as a

consequence of Russia's efforts to nullify dual nationalities, deny exit to foreigners, and their efforts to deny



access to the US Consulate. They all have led to strategic governmental efforts to remove US citizens

from Russia, therefore aiding them in avoiding being drafted. The US embassy in Russia has diligently

encouraged American citizens living in Russia to flee. This issue is ongoing, however the United States'

somewhat peaceful diplomatic relations with Russia have resulted in the ability for the US to bring back

their citizens and aid them in fleeing Russia.

Belarus

Belarus has joined Russia in the battle for Ukraine, due to threats from Kyiv regarding Ukrainian

mobilization in Belarus. This has led to somewhat of a merger between Russia and Belarus, meaning they

now are collectively attacking Ukraine from the North, leaving them vulnerable. Discussions between

Russian president Putin and Belarus’ president Lukashenko has led to the development of a future regional

military group, meaning their collective military power can be an earnest threat to Ukraine. The consistent

threats from Kyiv have now created hostility between these nations, which further retrocedes the conflict’s

final resolution.



VI. Relevant International Action

The United Nations' General Assembly and Security Council have launched several initiatives

with the goal of preventing the further annexation of Ukrainian territories. Once these territories are

annexed, the Russian Federation gets free reign over its citizens, therefore they are somewhat "allowed

to forcibly conscript them". Stated by the Latvian Representative in the General Assembly's Eleventh

Emergency Special Session:

There is no such thing as a legitimate referendum amid human rights abuses and systematic

violations of international humanitarian law, nor is there any such thing as a legal annexation of a

State’s territory by another State after threats or direct use of force. The Russian Federation’s sham

referenda and illegal attempt to annex any part of Ukrainian territory must be firmly and collectively

rejected, he said, calling on the Russian Federation to completely and unilaterally withdraw its troops,

comply with the 16 March order by the International Criminal Court and end its aggression against

Ukraine.(GA, October 2022)  It is clear that the Russian Federation's persistent attempts to take over

demilitarized Ukrainian zones stems from a need to dominate the land and its people, effectively

"owning" them and their freedom. This is an ongoing humanitarian crisis that the UN is battling

against.



VII.Guiding Questions

1. If Russia requests help from allied countries to make its troops stronger, are there any

countries willing to send help?

2. Is NATO providing any kind of support to Ukraine and its forces?

3. Has anything like this happened in your delegation, and if so, how did the citizens of your

country react? Were there any protests or uprisings against these actions?

4. What living conditions will the recruits be given during times of service?

5. Are citizens with a double nationality able to flee the country to avoid recruitment, if so, are

any other nations providing asylum for them?
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